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Hi Mark.  I do have a couple of books, (Weddings from the Heart, Wedding Readings, and two books from 

Jon's sister-in-law who is a pastor about prostestant ceremonies in general and Lutheran ceremonies in 

particularly) but you can't have them yet -- we are in the middle of planning our ceremony right now & we 

have (our second) meetings with our pastors and our church music person at the beginning of next week, so 

we're trying to hone in on what we want to do.  Of course, we're really looking forward to battling over all of 

the church stuff (not), so we need to come up with something that represents us but is adequately church-y so 

that everyone else is satisfied.  Help!I will absolutely loan them to you once we finish, but I would suggest that 

you and Cindy buy this one book, Weddings from the Heart.  It is really helpful (despite the goofy name) & 

goes through all of the different options for the different parts of the ceremony.  I got it at Scribner's at 

Pentagon City about 8 weeks ago.  Call & see if they still have it -- it is in paperback and it costs less than $15.I 

got your message when you called & I tried to call you back that night, but your phone was busy.  No call 

waiting?  Then, I gave up & have been meaning to e-mail you.  I'm sorry I didn't do it earlier.  How is all of the 

planning going?  I have been running by the house where you guys are getting married every Tuesday and 

Thursday and I check out the gardens each time so I can see what is blooming.  I think it will be really 

beautiful!  Colleen is having a great time rock climbing with you and Cindy -- she has been telling me that she 

could never do it without you and Cindy gently encouraging her and being so great.  Can I loan you anything 

else in the meantime?  I feel bad that I can't spare the books right now.  Soon, though.  Give me a call if you 

need anything else.  Work number is (202) 724-0088.  Bye!LauraTo:	laura_denk @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Laura 

Denk/ARRB)From:	"Mark_Anderson/__D6/DISA_at_DISA" @ ncr.disa.mil @ INTERNET@WORLDCOM   

Date:	05/28/97 08:36:00 AMSubject:	Book       Laura,            Colleen said you had a book on wedding vows; do 

you still       have that book?  I'm trying to put together how we want our       ceremony to be performed and 

we're looking for ideas.  Please       give me a call at 703-681-2413 when you get a chance.       Thanks,       Mark 
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